RTHC FINAL PUSH” PIN WITH DANGLE  
(Diameter of Pin & Dangle is 1.25”)

GUIDELINES

• The “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin with BLUE dangle, approved to wear on or off the DRT ribbon, will be awarded for single and accumulative donations to the RTHC Building Fund in the amount of $550 and above made after January 1, 2019.

  **Award Levels:**  
  Final Push Pin with Sapphire BLUE synthetic stone $550-$1,999;  
  Ruby RED synthetic stone $2,000 - $4,999;  
  Emerald GREEN synthetic stone $5,000 - $9,999;  
  Diamond WHITE synthetic stone $10,000 +).

• The Sapphire Blue dangle will be attached to the first award of the “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin fitting onto the back of the pin via a post/nail. Subsequent dangles will replace the previous one. Only one dangle can be worn with the pin at a time as shown above.

• All donation amounts will be verified by the RTHC donor database. From this data, decisions will be made as to the donor’s award level for the “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin with associated colored dangle and any additional dangles when the level of giving increases.

• The “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin with dangle will be available for at the DRT Conventions and District Meetings. For those having contributed multiple times since January 1,2019 the data base will affirm each donor’s “accumulated” levels. The RTHC team will periodically record donor levels and distribute pins/dangles through Chapter Presidents, BOM members, and District Representative.

• Donors may request the pin and dangle be mailed directly to them for an additional $8.00. Requests may be made to the DRT Business Office – drtaccounting@drtinfo.org, or to RTHC team member Carolyn Reed (creed1836@yahoo.com) Make your check payable to DRT/RTHC Building Fund and mail to DRT Headquarters, 510 East Anderson Lane, Austin, Texas78752 with a note indicating your request and contact information.
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